The University of Bonn is an international research university offering a broad range of subjects. With a 200-year history, some 35,000 students, more than 6,000 employees and an outstanding reputation in Germany and abroad, the University of Bonn is one of the leading universities in Germany and has been awarded the status of a University of Excellence.

Initially for a fixed term of three years, the Department of New Testament Studies in the Faculty of Protestant Theology (Professorship of New Testament Studies/Ancient Judaism; Prof. Dr. Hermut Löhr) is seeking to appoint a

**Research Associate (full-time; pay grade 13)**

with effect from August 1, 2024. The successful candidate will assist Prof. Dr. Löhr with research and teaching on New Testament studies and ancient Judaism and work toward obtaining their own advanced qualification (doctorate or Habilitation) in the field.

**Your tasks:**

- Undertaking an independent research project in your field of expertise for your doctorate or Habilitation
- Helping to prepare and run workshops, conferences and symposia
- Helping to prepare applications for third-party funding
- Assisting with the professorship’s program for visiting researchers
- Editing academic publications
- Teaching four course units per week in German and English

**Your profile:**

- A degree in Protestant Theology (master’s, Diplom or Magister Theologiae) or in Protestant Religious Education (Gymnasien and Gesamtschulen)
- A doctorate in the field of expertise covered by the professorship, if relevant
- A knowledge of Hebrew and Greek demonstrated by a certificate in the state Hebraicum and Graecum examinations as a bare minimum
- A very good command of either spoken and written German or spoken and written English, whichever of the two is not your native language
- Confidence in using everyday software applications
- A willingness to familiarize yourself with new software applications
- A willingness to contribute to projects for developing university teaching further in your field of expertise
- The ability to work reliably on your own responsibility, with a strong sense of team spirit

**We offer:**

- A varied, challenging job with one of the largest employers in the region, working in a lively and stimulating field
- The opportunity to complete a doctorate or Habilitation
- Flexible working hours
- A pleasant working environment
- Ample opportunities for advanced training
- Many options available for university sports
- Excellent access by public and private transport and the opportunity to buy a Large Employer Ticket for the VRS public transport network or take advantage of low-cost parking
- Remuneration in accordance with the employment and payment policies for research associates at the University of Bonn

The University of Bonn is committed to diversity and equal opportunity. It is certified as a family-friendly university. The University of Bonn seeks to increase female representation in staffing areas where women are underrepresented and provide special career support. It thus expressly encourages qualified women to apply. Applications will be handled in accordance with the NRW State Gender Equality Act. Applications from qualified candidates with a certified severe disability or from those of equal status are especially welcome.
If you are interested in this position, please send your **complete** application by email to kihn@uni-bonn.de, including a letter of motivation, comprehensive curriculum vitae and academic references. For technical reasons, applications may only be submitted as a single PDF file.

If you would like more information, please make an appointment by email with Prof. Dr. Löhr (loehr@uni-bonn.de), who will then be happy to help you.

Applications are **now open** and will close once a decision has been made on filling the position.